Abstract. We derive an averaging property under the Iwasawa decomposition on a semisimple Lie group of noncompact type based on a limiting property of random walks in the Lie group.
Introduction
Let G be a semisimple Lie group of noncompact type and of finite center with Lie algebra g, and let K be a maximal compact subgroup with Lie algebra k. Under this setup, we will use the standard results and notation in Helgason (1978) freely. Thus, g = k ⊕ p is the Cartan decomposition of g with p being an Ad(K)-invariant subspace of g, a is a maximal abelian subspace of p, a + is a fixed (open) Weyl chamber (⊂ a) and W is the Weyl group which may be regarded as the subgroup of Ad(K) that leaves a invariant. A vector X in a is called regular if w(X) ∈ a + for some w ∈ W . Let n + and n − be respectively the nilpotent Lie subalgebras spanned by positive and negative root spaces, and let A, N + and N − be respectively the subgroups of G generated by a, n + and n − . Let H: G → a and H + : G → a + (the closure of a + ) be respectively the maps defined by the Iwasawa decomposition G = N − exp(a)K and the Cartan decomposition G = K exp(a + )K. For a nonzero X ∈ a, Kostant's convexity theorem [3] says that the vector H(ke X ), as k varies over K, traces out the convex hull of the W -orbit of X. In the present paper, we look at the average of this vector under the normalized Haar measure dk on K, namely,
The limiting property of random walks in G to be described later suggests thatX may belong to a + . The purpose of this paper is to prove the following result.
We note that the condition in the second part of Theorem 1.1 is necessary because if Ad(K) is not irreducible on p, then by Proposition 5.2 in Chapter VIII of [2] , g is a direct sum of ideals g i such that Ad(K) leaves invariant each p i = p ∩ g i and hence for X ∈ a i = a ∩ p i ,X ∈ a i ∩ a + , which is part of the boundary of a + .
In the rank one case (dim(a) = 1) the result may be derived easily from a simple geometric consideration based on the usual open ball representation of the space G/K with the Cartan and Iwasawa decompositions represented respectively by polar and horospherical coordinates. The general case does not seem to have such an intuition. The rest of this paper is devoted to a description of the random walk connection, the proof of Theorem 1.1, and the computation ofX in two special cases, when X is small and when G = SL(3, R).
Random walks
Let µ be a probability measure on G (defined on Borel subsets of G). We will write µ(f ) for the integral f (g)µ(dg) whenever it is defined. The convolution of µ with another measure ν is defined as usual by µ * ν(f ) = G×G f (xy)µ(dx)ν(dy) for any function f on G. Let z j be a sequence of independent G-valued random variables with common distribution µ. Define (2.1)
The distribution of y j is µ * j , the j-fold convolution of µ. The sequence {y j } is called a random walk in G based on µ. 
→ ∞ for any positive root α. We will let G µ and T µ be respectively the smallest closed group and the smallest closed semigroup containing supp(µ). Consider the following conditions:
(i) G µ is totally irreducible; (ii) T µ contains a contracting sequence; and (iii) µ has a finite first moment in the sense that G H + (g) µ(dg) < ∞, where · is the norm on g induced by the Killing form.
In Guivarc'h-Raugi [1] , the limiting probability of random walks in G was studied under these conditions, it was proved that almost surely, n j and ξ j M converge as j → ∞, and
where ν is a probability measure on K satisfying ν * µ = ν and the convolution here is defined via the natural action of G on K = N − A\G. Only the last part of this result will be needed, namely, K G H(kx)µ(dx)ν(dk) ∈ a + . This was not proved directly in [1] , but rather,
and lim j→∞ (1/j)H j ∈ a + were proved separately by probabilistic and ergodic arguments.
Note that the result in [1] was stated in a slightly different form but from which the above statement may be derived easily. In [1] , the condition (iii) was stated as
for a negative root α, and the conclusion was
with b = Mk and k ∈ K, andν is a probability measure onB satisfyingν * µ =ν. However, because
3) for any root α, and the validity of (2.4) for any negative root α implies the second equality in (2.2).
The distribution µ is called
where η is the probability measure H + µ on a + . Since the expression in (2.5) belongs to a + , it suggests thatX = K H(ke X )dk may be contained in a + for each X ∈ a + .
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Because any X ∈ p is an Ad(K) image of an element of a + , it suffices to prove Theorem 1.1 for any nonzero X ∈ a + . Fix such an X.
For any probability measure η on a + with supp(η) = a + and Y η(dY ) < ∞, there is a K-conjugate invariant probability measure µ on G satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) with η = H + µ. Since the expression in (2.5) belongs to a + for any such η, it follows thatX = K H(ke X )dk ∈ a + . This proves the first part of Theorem 1.1. Let µ be defined by
for any function f on G. Then µ is K-conjugate invariant with H + µ = δ X and hence by (2.5),
It is easy to see that the finite first moment condition (iii) holds. If we can show that (i) and (ii) also hold, thenX must belong to a + . Therefore, to prove Theorem 1.1, it suffices to prove T µ = G for µ defined by (3.1). It is clear that ke wX ∈ T µ for k ∈ K and w ∈ W . Let w 0 , w 1 , . . . , w k be all the elements of the Weyl group W with w 0 being the identity element. Then 
For any two smooth G-valued functions φ(t) and ψ(t) defined in an interval
Thus, to prove T µ = G under the irreducibility assumption, it suffices to find a nonzero Y ∈ p such that e tY ∈ T µ for t > 0. Since X ∈ a + is nonzero, there is a positive root α with α(X) > 0. Let X α be a nonzero root vector of α and let
By Theorem 1.7 in Chapter 1 of [2] , with ad(
it follows that e −tY α ∈ T µ for t > 0. Since −Y α is a nonzero vector in p, by the discussion in the previous paragraph, this proves T µ = G under the irreducibility assumption.
Now assume X ∈ a + but not the irreducibility of Ad(K) on p. The computation in the last paragraph shows that exp(tY α ) ∈ T µ for any positive root α and t > 0.
we may conclude T µ = G. Theorem 1.1 is completely proved.
Computation ofX
Let X ∈ a with X = 0 as before. In this section, we will computeX defined by (1.1) in two special cases: when X is small and when G = SL(3, R), the group of 3 × 3 real matrices of unit determinant, which is perhaps the simplest semisimple Lie group of rank > 1.
Consider the function φ(t) = K H(ke tX )dk for t ∈ R. Then φ(0) = 0. For any g ∈ G and Y ∈ g, we will write
and
Let α 1 , . . . , α r be the complete list of positive roots, each repeated as many times as its multiplicity, let ρ = (1/2) r i=1 α i be the half sum of positive roots, and let H ρ be the element of a representing ρ in the sense that ρ(Y ) = Y, H ρ for Y ∈ a, where ·, · is the inner product on g induced by the Killing form. By Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 in [4] , under the assumption that the action Ad(K) on p is irreducible,
where p = dim(p). Since φ(t) = (tX)˜, writing X for tX, we obtain the following estimate forX when X is small:
Now let G = SL(3, R) and X = diag(λ, λ, −2λ) for some λ > 0. In this case, K is the group SO(3) of 3 × 3 orthogonal matrices of unit determinant, a is the space of traceless 3 × 3 real diagonal matrices, a + is the set consisting of those matrices in a with strictly descending diagonal, and X given above belongs to the boundary of a + .
The centralizer of X in K = SO(3) is the subgroup diag{SO(2), 1} of rotations that fix the vector z = (0, 0, 1) ∈ R 3 . The orbit of z under the action of K is the unit sphere in R 3 which may be parametrized as R z (φ)R y (θ)z for 0 ≤ θ ≤ π and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π, where R y (φ) and R z (φ) denote respectively the matrices in SO(3) that rotate around the y and z axes by an angle φ. Because the normalized Haar measure dk on K = SO(3) induces the uniform distribution on the unit sphere given by sin θdθdφ/(4π), it follows that
We have, by a simple computation, 
Note that H(R
To determine this matrix, let r 1 , r 2 , r 3 be the three rows of the matrix [R z (φ)R y (θ)e X ] and find a lower triangular matrix {s ij } of unit determinant such that multiplying {s ij } to the left of R z (φ)R y (θ)e X will yield an orthogonal matrix. Using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization, we obtain
where |r| and (r 1 · r 2 ) denote the usual norm and inner product on R 3 . Because of the requirement of a unit determinant,
e λ e −4λ + (e 2λ − e −4λ ) cos 2 θ and exp(
We have
Using the integral formula (a, b > 0):
we obtaiñ By (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) andh 2 = −h 1 −h 3 , the vectorX is now explicitly determined. By Theorem 1.1,X ∈ a + . In the present case, this meansh 1 >h 2 >h 3 , which may be verified directly by a numerical computation. The plot generated by the computation also demonstrates the estimate (4.1) and shows thatX is not a multiple of H ρ = diag(1/6, 0, −1/6).
